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What’s your

STORY

As competition increases across sectors, the need
for brands to implement honest and transparent
storytelling is essential for success. It does more
than simply relay brand messaging - by
tapping into human emotion,
storytelling can win consumer
affiliation and loyalty. That is
only if it is captivating, relevant
and memorable.

The power to boost ROI

Technology driving conversations

Digitally speaking, technological tools are replacing the traditional mediums of TV, print, radio,
Storytelling drives conversations and increases ROI. According
and even online video, with channels such as 360-degree video, augmented reality (AR) and virtual
to the Stanford Graduate School of Business, stories are up
reality (VR) allowing consumers to become fully immersed in the story.
to 22 times more memorable than facts and figures
alone. Further, research conducted by Headstream
Famed German vehicle manufacturer, Porsche embraced this shift by allowing consumers to enjoy the
suggests that when consumers love a brand story,
inimitable Porsche experience at home. This extends to 360-degree interactive panoramic views of the engine
as many as 55% are more likely to purchase the
workshop of the 911 GT3, 360-degree videos of the Porsche 919 hybrid at the famous Circuit de la
product in the future, 44% will share the
Sarthe race track, to virtual reality downloadable apps and games such as riding copilot with
story, and 15% will buy the product
driver Romain Dumas as he laps the Porsche Circuit in Leipzig, with users able to interact with
immediately.
hotspots and discover vehicle features such as Porsche’s new centre console with Direct Touch
Control.

Signs that brand storytelling is failing

Marketing that isn’t memorable

Consumers want to engage with quality and captivating brand stories. However, if the story isn't memorable, it simply
won't make a lasting connection. UK research indicates that while 79% of adults want brands to tell stories as part of
marketing strategies, as many as 85% couldn’t think of a memorable brand story.

No brand attachment

To achieve successful brand storytelling, brands need to build an audience of consumers who believe in the brand and
its mission. These ‘brand tribes’ drive brand loyalty and often promote the brand in their daily lives. One example is
Tesla, which achieved a high loyalty rating by linking its products to a unique set of values and beliefs that are closely
aligned to its target audience, creating a sense of solidarity between the brand and its audience. In this way, the brand
becomes part of an experience and lifestyle as opposed to merely a product.

Not publicising impact

Brands can no longer merely be exciting or fun. Consumers engage better with brands making a positive impact on society.
The 2019 Porter Novelli/Cone Purpose Biometrics Study illustrates this point, revealing that respondents felt it was important
to purchase from brands that reflected their values, with as many as 90% saying they were more likely to buy from
purpose-driven brands in the future.

Trends for
2021 and beyond

Technology’s storytelling inﬂuence is here to stay

As mentioned, VR and AR are the future of storytelling and present an opportunity for brands to immerse consumers even
more deeply in their stories and products.

Data-driven storytelling

Podcast engagement

The harnessing of useful data to bolster brand
communication efforts is imperative to the modern
and digitally focused brand. Making use of reliable data
provides legitimacy and credibility to marketing
messages, helping the reader to remember and vastly
improving the chances for media placement.

Podcasts are increasing in relevance as a means for people to consume entertainment and news stories. Apart
from its ability to reach a wide variety of listeners, statistics from Edison Research show that 54% of consumers
are more likely to consider brand advertising during podcasts.

Consumer-led storytelling

Consumers want authenticity, and what better way than
getting it from the consumers themselves. Placing the
consumer in the spotlight using testimonials significantly
increases brand legitimacy.

Visualise with sparklines

Ideal to support a call to action, the visual representation of
sparklines delivers a compelling presentation through the use of
contrast, showing consumers what is and what could be.

Visuals transmit information faster

Visuals transmit information faster, with the brain interpreting
visuals from the eye in a mere 13 milliseconds and
processing it 60 000 times faster than text. This means that
as people spend more time online, video content is the
more engaging option. Research from MonsterInsights
suggests that 43% of respondents want more video
content, while as many as 90% of social media users
watch video content.

Inﬂuencers telling stories their way

While the majority of marketers want control over sponsored influencer posts, there is a strong
shift towards creator-driven storytelling - lending to a more authentic feel as opposed to
being mere mouthpieces for brand advertising.

Hiring communications teams to tell the story

Communications agencies employ a host of specialists in content
creation and brand narratives. Coupled with a creative understanding
of the power of words, adding a public relations element to a
brands’ marketing toolbox should be a given to shape current
and future brand messaging prosperity.

Guiding your growth.
Is your brand looking to increase consumer engagement and
create a brand tribe? Send an email to info@eclipsecomms.com
and one of our experts will be in touch.
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